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When you chose to join the Hunt, make sure you know what youâ€™re hunting.Agi Oranje, a young

eagle shifter, is born to a sheltered life of privilege in her family castle, safe from the rest of the world

and barricaded off from the 1970s that are raging all over Europe. She is expected to fulfill family

demands and answer to the Order, who hold her destiny in their hands. When the Berzerken

shifters arrive for the Matching ceremony, Agi is forced to face the truth. Thereâ€™s a good chance

she will not be betrothed to the man she loves, Willem Van Arend, Heir of the High Seat.There is

one chance she can control her fate. If she wins the Hunt she will be able to choose her lifetime

mate. But when Agi uncovers dire facts the Order has been hiding, she must choose between

fulfilling the destiny she was raised for or breaking out of her iron cage forever.Join USA Today

bestselling author, Melle Amade, on a dark urban fantasy adventure fans and critics are calling a

shifter series like no other, and comparing to The Vampire Diaries.Book 1 in the Quest for Shifter

Magic series, a spin-off of the bestselling Shifter Chronicle series. Note: you do NOT have to read

Sanctuary first. This novella tells about the trials of a different generation.Iron Cage is a dark urban

fantasy romance for fans of shifters, magic and Gothic romance. Fans of Red Queen, Lady

Midnight, and Caraval will be enchanted by this strong female seeking magic in the darkest

places."A lush world full of darkness, hope and magic. Iâ€™m cheering for Agi all the way." - ARC

ReviewThis is the first novella in the Quest for Shifter Magic series. * Ravensgaard Queen, the

prequel, will be released, June 2017* Gilded Chain, Book two will be available summer, 2017
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Great start to a new series in the shifter world created in the Remnants trilogy but long before they

were born. It is the 1970s along with all the famous rock music of its time and don't forget crochet

tops, bell bottoms and tie dye.This story is obviously only the beginning. It revolves around the

matching ceremony and the ceremonial hunt that precedes it at the Van Arend mansion in England.

This shifter world is full of rules and strict consequences. Only one man seems to have any power

here, a Berserken named El Oso. Cross him and suffer the consequences. When Agi discovers a

terrible secret on the hunt, she has a difficult decision to make. One that could ruin her life.This

novella does a great job of setting up the conflict and the characters. Agi is impetuous and

emotional having never lived anywhere but her protected home. It seems a little incomplete as the

events of this novel only provide the beginnings of questions but resolve only the matches

determined by the Order. It was an enjoyable gothic young adult romance. I look forward to reading

how this series works out.

I liked it.

Great new start to a shifter series set in a unique and charming world full of awesome magic and

strict rules that throw shadows over a beautiful society.Agi and her sisters are impatiently waiting for

one of the most crucial events in their lives - the Matching. They will be matched and wed out into

Eagle families from around the world. But, there is one mismatch - five available young brides, but

only four young men, including the Heir to Muiderkring West, Willem Van Arend. And, he is already

in love with one of the Oranje sisters, but the path to joined future is hard. Spark of hope appears

when the winner of the hunt is allowed to pick her match - but uncovering the hidden side of the

hunt turns the fate in unexpected direction..Though a short read, it was very exciting and

suspenseful read. The drama and suppressed romantic feelings are very addictive a plot, and with

strong and conflicted characters like Agi and Willem, totally adorable Hanneke and cruel, cold El



Oso it is guaranteed this story will catch the reader's interest. The cliffhanger at the end lets the

opening for further sequels wide open and I will impatiently wait for the next stories.I was given an

ARC of the story and provide my honest review voluntarily.

Having thoroughly enjoyed Melle Amade's Sanctuary and Remnants (Shifter's Chronicles books

1&2), I was looking forward to this book. The wait met all my expectations. This book inhabits the

same wonderful world built by the author for the Shifter's Chronicles (though, as noted in the kindle

blurb, it takes place in a totally different time period so reads do not need to have read the other

series). It's a perfect setting for an urban fantasy and this is a great story, with a leading lady and

other characters that were a pleasure to read about. It's clearly a book 1 so I'm sure there is much

to follow, and I'm glad there is as I'm definitely looking forward to going down that path.Strongly

recommended.

This new novella was a great experience. I was transported to the characters home, I felt the way

they thought, the way they moved. But oh my, at times I had to stop reading because I had my own

gut in a twist. The anticipation of thinking you know what's going to happen and you pray it won't be

so, was overwhelming at times. It actually bought me to tears in places. What more could you want

when a story, gets a grip of you, and wrings you out at the end. Great !! A definite recommendation

from me, for a very well written emotional novella

This book defiantly gets your interest in reading the whole series. The set up of the characters, grips

your imagination and I can't wait to read the next book. It's definitely set up differently from other

shifter stories. In fact I think this is the first time I've read about eagle shifters. The Bad guys are

intriguing, I can't wait to find out more and where their manipulations will lead the story.

I absolutely love this series. the story being set before the other two books makes it perfect in my

opinion to get a back story about everything. It definitely makes everything even more engaging and

pulls the reader deeper into the story in the best way possible. I highly recommend this book and

the other two as must reads! Author Melle Amade does not disappoint. Her stories are awesome!

I voluntarily read an Advance Review Copy of this book; itÃ¢Â€Â™s the first book IÃ¢Â€Â™ve read

written by Melle Amade.This is the first book of a new series and although it took me awhile to really

get into it I enjoyed reading it and will get the next book of the series when its released.
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